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In this paper we show that the hamiltonian tournaments Hm , m ~ 4, with a normal simple
quotient are reconstructible from their cards if we exclude one tournament of order 5 and two
tournaments with 6 vertices. We denote by !2 the class of such tournaments. The class of
hamiltonian tournaments with a normal simple quotient contains the hamiltonian tournaments
with the least number of 3-cycles (see [7]) and the ones that have only one hamiltonian cycle
(see [19]). Of course, !2 contains the class .;V of normal tournaments with at least 4 vertices
which was already considered in [8].
The class !2 has a small overlapping with the class [1'£0 of reconstructible simply disconnected
tournaments (see [19]), which extends the class ;j{'.A of reconstructible hamiltonian Moon
tournaments (see [12]), and an empty intersection with the class fit of reducible tournaments
with at least 5 vertices considered in [13]. More precisely !2 nflt = 4J and the classes !2 and [/'£0
intersect in their tournaments with simple quotient C3 •
1. The simple quotient of hypomorphic tournaments
We give some definitions and results most of which can be found in [2-4,6,9,12].
For the standard notions we will need, we refer to [1, 14, 17].
We denote by Tm a tournament of order m and by Hm a hamiltonian tournament of
order m. We also denote by Tm the set of labeled vertices of any tournament Tm.
If X is a set of vertices of Tmwe denote by Tm< X), or simply by X, the
subtournament spanned by the vertices of X.
Cr usually denotes a cycle with r vertices in a tournament, as well as the subtourna-
ment with the same vertices.
If (u, v) is an arc in Tm' then we write u --t v and we say that u precedes v or,
equivalently, v follows u. A -+ B means that each vertex of the subtournament
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A precedes all the vertices of the subtournament B in T m' We usually denote the
singleton {v}, VETm, and the spanned subtournament T m<V>simply by v.
Trm is the transitive tournament of order m (Vi --+ Vj <0:> i < j) and Tr~ is its dual
(Vi --+ Vj <o:>j < i).
We say that a vertex V cones a subtournament R in T m (or equivalently R is coned by
v) iff either v --+ R or R --+ v in T m' A subtournament R is non-coned if no vertex exists
which cones R in T m (see [3]).
We say that a subtournament S of T m is an e-component of T m, and its vertices are
called equivalent, if S is coned by each vertex of T m - S. Single vertices and Tmare
trivial e-components.
Every tournament T m can be partitioned into disjoint e-components Sl, ... ,sn.
Such e-components can be considered as the vertices (Vb'" ,vn , respectively) of
a tournament Qn, so that T m can be obtained as the composition Qn(S 1, ... ,sn) of the
e-components S1, ... ,sn with the quotient Qn'
In other words T m = Sl U ... usn and a --+ b in T m iff either a --+ b in some sj or
a E S\ bE Sk and Vh --+ Vk (i.e. Sh --+ Sk) (see [1]).
Proposition 1.1 (Douglas [11]). Any quotient tournament Qn of T m is isomorphic to
some subtournament of T m'
Proposition 1.2 (See also [9]). A tournament T m is hamiltonian iff everyone of its
quotient tournaments is hamiltonian or, equivalently, iff it has a hamiltonian quotient
tournament.
T m is simple if it has no non-trivial e-component. Otherwise, it is compound.
Qn is a simple quotient of T m if it is a simple tournament and T m ~ Qn(S \ ... ,sn).
Proposition 1.3 (Muller et al. [16]). Every tournament T m, m ~ 2, has exactly one
simple quotient Qn, up to isomorphisms.
If T m is not hamiltonian, then n = 2.
If T m is hamiltonian, then n ~ 3 and the e-components which correspond to the simple
quotient are uniquely determined.
If S is an e-component of the simple quotient of the hamiltonian tournament
Hmand v E S, then we denote S = Hm(v).
Unless otherwise stated the e-components we shall consider will be relative to the
simple quotient of a given hamiltonian tournament.
The cards of a tournament T m are the (m - 1)-subtournaments of T m' The card
relative to a vertex v of Tm is the vertex-deleted subtournament Tm - v.
A hypomorphism between two tournaments T m and Rm is a bijection ¢: T m --+ Rm
such that for every vertex VETm the card of Tm relative to v is isomorphic to the card
of R m relative to ¢(v), e.g. T m - V ~ Rm - ¢(v).
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The tournaments T m and Rm are hypomorphic to each other if a hypomorphism
between them exists, i.e. if they have the same cards.
A tournament T m is reconstructible from its cards if Rm ~ Tm whenever Rm and
T m are hypomorphic to each other.
The simple quotient of compound tournaments is a hypomorphical invariant, as
the following result shows.
Proposition 1.4. Let T m, T~ be compound tournaments, m ~ 3, and let T~ be
hypomorphic to Tm'
Then T~ has the same simple quotient as Tm has.
Proof. It is known that a tournament with more than 3 vertices is hamiltonian iff it
has at least two hamiltonian cards (see [4]). Furthermore, the only compound
tournament with 3 vertices is Tr3' So, if T m, hence T~, is not hamiltonian, then T 2 is
the simple quotient of T m and of T ~ as well.
Now, let Tm, hence T~, be hamiltonian. At least two cards have the same simple
quotient Qn as T m has (they are the cards relative to the vertices of a non-trivial
e-component of T m) and the order of the simple quotient of the remaining cards does
not exceed n.
Furthermore, if some card of T mhas simple quotient Q~ of order n, then Q~ ~ Qn'
The same results hold for T~.
Hence the simple quotient of maximum order of the cards is the simple quotient of
both T m and T~. 0
The result of the preceding proposition does not hold if the assumption that both
Tm and T~ are compound is removed. For example consider Tr3 and H 3 or, for
m = 5, the hypomorphic hamiltonian tournaments N~ (which is compound) and
N~ (which is simple) described in [10] (see Fig. 1).
Proposition 1.5. Let Tm be any tournament. If Hr is a hamiltonian subtournament and
VETm is a vertex that does not cone H" then Hru{v} has the same simple quotient Qn as
Hr has if and only if v is equivalent to the vertices of an e-component of Hr.
Otherwise the simple quotient of Hru{v} has order n' > n.
Proof. Of course, the given condition is sufficient.
As for the necessity, we can see that every e-component of the simple quo-
tient of Hru{v} that does not contain v is included in some e-component of
the simple quotient of Hr; hence, if (Hru{v}) [v] does not contain any e-com-
ponent of the simple quotient of H" the simple quotient of Hru{v} has order
n' > n. 0
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Fig.!.
2. Tournaments with a normal simple quotient
A vertex v of a hamiltonian tournament Hm is neutral in Hm if Hm - v
is hamiltonian. The number of neutral vertices of Hm is denoted by v(Hm )
(see [4]).
A cycle C in Hm is minimal non-coned if the hamiltonian subtournament C is
non-coned but all of its proper hamiltonian subtournaments are coned in Hm •
A minimal non-coned cycle with minimal length in Hm is a characteristic cycle and
its length is the cyclic characteristic of Hm which is denoted by cc(Hm). The positive
integer cd(Hm) = m - cc(Hm) is the cyclic difference of Hm.
It can be easily proved (see [4]) that
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Hmis a normal tournament if it has only one minimal non-coned cycle, namely the
characteristic one, or, equivalently, ifcd(Hm) = v(Hm) (see [6]).
The neutral vertices of a normal tournament H m, i.e. the vertices that do not belong
to the characteristic cycle, are called poles of Hm(see [6]).
The bineutral tournament Ak of order k ~ 4 has vertices ab ... , ak and ai ~ aj iff
either j ~ i - 2 or j = i + 1. al and ak are the only neutral vertices of Ak (see [4]).
Remark 1. Ak is a normal tournament iff k ~ 5. The 3-cycle H3 is normal. The only
hamiltonian tournament of order 4 is not normal. As is the only normal tournament
with 5 vertices.
Proposition 2.1 (Structure of normal tournaments, Demaria and Gianella [6]). Hm,
m ~ 5, is a normal tournament iff its characteristic cycle is a bineutral tournament
Ak(k ~ 4) or the 3-cycle H3 and the subtournament ofthe poles Pm- k is not hamiltonian
and has a transitive composition Pm- k~ Trt+dTo, ... , T k) whose components satisfy
the following conditions:
TO =f f/J contains only poles of type Xl;
T l may contain poles of types XbXbYl;
T r may contain poles of types xr- b x" xr+b Yr;
T k - l • I .I'may contain po es OJ types Xk-2,Xk-bYk-l;
T k =f f/J contains only poles of type Xk -1;
where Z E Pm-k is a pole of type Xi (Yi respectively) iff Z ~ aj <0> 1 ~ j ~ i(z ~ aj <0>
either 1 ~ j ~ i-lor j = i + 1, respectively).
We shall consider only compositions of the subtournament Pm-k such that
TO (T k respectively) contains all the poles of type Xl (Xk-l respectively) that it can
contain.
Usually Xi and Yi will denote poles of type Xi and Yi, respectively.
Proposition 2.2 (Burzio and Demaria [4]). If Qn is any quotient of a hamiltonian
tournament Hm, then cc(Qn) = cc(Hm).
Proposition 2.3. Every quotient Qn of a normal tournament Hmis normal and has the
same cyclic characteristic as Hmhas.
Proof. We exclude the trivial case m = n = k = 3, k = cc(Hm).
Let Ak = {ab ... ,ak} be the characteristic cycle of Hm and let sl, ... ,sn be any
partition of Hm S.t. Hm ~ Qn(sl, '" ,sn) for some n and some Qn = {qb ... ,qn}'
Clearly, k ~ n - 2 and an injective function j: {l, ... ,k} ~ {I, ... ,n} exists S.t.
{ail = sj(i) for every 1 ~ i ~ k, otherwise we should have more than one non-coned
minimal cycle in H m•
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Now {qj(l)' ... ,qj(k)} is a characteristic cycle of Qn' If qr is one of the remaining
vertices of Qn, the corresponding component, sr, of Hm contains poles of just one type;
then qr is, in Qn, a pole of the same type.
Finally, since the composition of the subtournament of the poles of H m gives rise in
Qn to a composition of the subtournament of the poles of Qn, we conclude that Qn is
normal and cc(Qn) = k. D
From now on let H m be a hamiltonian tournament with a normal simple quotient
Qn and, for every vertex q E Qn, let sq be the corresponding e-component of Hm.
We denote by aj, ... ,ak the vertices of the characteristic cycle Ak of Qn(k = cc(Qn))
and by Ph, h = n - k, the subtournament of the poles of Qn'
We may assume, by Proposition 1.1, that Qn is a subtournament of H m , hence
sq = Hm[q] if q E Qn'
Proposition 2.4. Hm is normal ijf IHm [aa I= 1 VI::;; i ::;; k.
In such a case, ifq is a pole ofQn then the e-component Hm[q] is formed by poles of
Hmof the same type as q is.
Now, with the notation given above, let us assume that Hm is not normal, hence
max{IHm[ai]l/l ::;; i::;; k} > 1.
Then a card Hm - 1 of Hm (not only one) exists with simple quotient Qn and such as
k k
L IHm - 1 [a;] I = L IHm[a;] I - 1
i= 1 i= 1
and
Every card of H m has simple quotient of order n' ::;; n.
Furthermore, by assuming again that Hm is not normal and has a normal simple
quotient Qn, we can describe the set of cards of Hm in the following way.
If the simple quotient of H m has order n::;; m - 2, then every card of H m is
compound since Hm must have at least two non-trivial e-components or a non-trivial
e-component with more than two vertices.
If n = m - 1 then exactly two cards are simple and normal while the others are not
simple and they are not normal, since the only non-trivial e-component of H m is
Hm[a;], for some ai E Ab and it has two vertices.
Proposition 2.5. Let Hm, m ~ 7, be a compound hamiltonian tournament with a normal
simple quotient Qn and let n ::;; m - 2.
IfH~ is hypomorphic to Hm, then H~ is compound.
Proof. If Hmis normal, then it follows from [8] that H~ is isomorphic to Hmand it is
henceforth compound.
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So let H~ be not normal and let H~ - v be a card with a simple quotient of maximal
order, e.g. Qn, such that
k k
L I(H~ - v)[ai]1 = L IHm[a;]l- 1.
i= 1 i= 1
Then we have two possible cases.
(I) H~ - v is not normal. Then let Si = (H~ - v) [ai] be a non-trivial e-component
of H~ - v.
If v cones Si, then H~ is compound since Si is one of its non-trivial e-components.
If v does not cone Si, then v cannot cone H~ - v - Si.
Otherwise let s' E Si and let v not cone H~ - v - s', whose simple quotient is Qn'
The simple quotient of the card H~ - s' might not have more than n vertices and it
would be, henceforth, Qn' So, by Proposition 1.5, a component of H~ - s' should be
the union, S u{ v}, of v with a component S of H~ - v - s' and the other components
of H~ - s' should be the remaining components of H~ - v - s'.
If we should remove a vertex XES, the subtournament H~ - x - s' would have
simple quotient Qn and it would not cone s'. Hence the simple quotient of the card
H~ - x would have order n' > n, which is impossible.
So we may assume that v does not cone H~ - v - Si if v does not cone Si. Let s E Si
be any vertex such that s --+ v (v --+ s respectively) if i = 1 (i = k respectively).
It follows from Proposition 1.5 that v is equivalent to the vertices of an
e-component S of H~ - v - s.
S cannot be (H~ - v - s)[z], Z E Ph' otherwise the card H~ - s would have simple
quotient Qn and L:~=ll(H~ - s)[a;] I = L:~=lIH~[a;]l- 2, which is absurd. S may be
(H~ - v - s)[aJ, j =j::, i, and in this case Su{v} must cone s, so that Su{v} is
a non-trivial e-component of H~ which is henceforth compound.
Otherwise, if t E S then s would not cone H~ - s - t (which would have simple
quotient Qn) and s could not be equivalent to any e-component of H~ - t - s hence,
by Proposition 1.5, the simple quotient of H~ - t would have order n' > n, a
contradiction.
Finally, S may be Si - s and in such a case H~ is compound since it has the
non-trivial e-component Su{v}.
(2) H~ - v is normal (hence it is isomorphic to exactly one other card) and only two
normal cards exist.
A pole Z E Ph of Qn exists such as Z = (H~ - v)[z] is a non-trivial e-component
made, of course, by poles of the same kind as Z is in H~ - v.
If v cones Z, then Z is an e-component of H~, which is compound.
If v does not cone Z, it cannot cone H~ - v - Z as well.
Otherwise, let x' E Z provide a subtournament H~ - v - x' that does not cone
v and that is a normal tournament with simple quotient Qn' Since no vertex of
Qn cones Ak £ H~ - v - Z, v would not be equivalent to the vertices of any
e-component of H~ - x' - v hence, by Proposition 1.5, H~ - x' would have simple
quotient of order n' > n, a contradiction.
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Hence let us assume that v cones neither Z nor H~ - v - Z.
Let x E Z be any vertex such as x --+ v (v --+ x respectively) if z is a pole of type
Xl (Xk-l respectively) in H~ - v.
It follows from Proposition 1.5 that v is equivalent to the vertices of an
e-component, say S, of H~ - v-x.
S cannot be Z - x, otherwise H~ would be normal whereas Hm is not.
S cannot be Z' = (H~ - v - x)[p'], p' pole of Qn (H~ would be normal in this case too).
Smay be(H~ - v - x)[a;] = {ad, ai E Ak • In this case, H~ is compound since {v,ai}
is one of its e-components. In fact x must cone {v, ai}'
Otherwise, by Proposition 1.5, x would be equivalent to the vertices of an
e-component of H~ - x - ai whose quotient would be, once more, Qn' If such an
e-component where (H~ - x - ai)(z') for some z' E Ph then z' =I- z since v does
not cone Z, hence H~ - ai would be a normal card non-isomorphic to H~ - v. If
such an e-component were {aj}, j =I- i, tpen we would have two cards, H~ - x and
H~ - ai, that would have simple quotient Qn, would verify the condition
L:; 11(H~ - x) [ar] I = L:; 1I(H~ - ai)[ar] I = k + 1 (ai must be replaced by v in
H'", - a;) and whose subtournaments spanned by U{(H;" - x)[ar]/l ~ r ~ k} and
U{(H~ - aJ[ar ]/l ~ r ~ k}, respectively, would not be isomorphic to each other.
Eventually, if such an e-component were {v}, then x and ai would be equivalent
in H~ - v.
But none of these possibilities may occur in the set of the cards of Hm• 0
Proposition 2.6. Let Hm, m ~ 7, be a compound hamiltonian tournament with a normal
simple quotient Qn and let n = m - 1.
IfH~ is hypomorphic to Hm, Then H~ is compound.
Proof. Again we use the above notation and consider only the non-trivial case when
H~ and H m are not normal.
First we assume that k ~ n - 3 and consider a compound card, say H~ - v, with
a simple quotient which is normal and has characteristic cycle Ak •
Let us denote A = U{H~[a;]/ai E Ad.
Then exactly one e-component of H~ - v relative to a vertex of Ak has two
vertices a, a'.
Ifv cones {a, a'}, then {a, a'} is an e-component ofH~which therefore is compound.
Now let us assume that a' --+ v --+ a and v does not cone A - {a,a'}.
The tournaments H~ - {v,a} and H~ - {v,a'} have the same simple quotient and
the same e-components as H~ - v has, except for {a, a'} which is replaced by {a'} and
{a}, respectively.
The hamiltonian cards H~ - a and H~ - a' cannot be both simple.
Otherwise they might be normal and isomorphic to each other, whereas, provided
they were normal and had cyclic characteristic k (and hence characteristic cycle A - a
and A - a', respectively), they could not be isomorphic to each other since v has
different adjaceces with a and a' (see [6, Theorem 7.1]).
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So, we may assume that H'", - a is compound, hence it has a non-trivial
e-component S.
It would follow from v E S that H'", - a would be normal and compound, hence
v¢S.
Consequently, S is included in some e-component of H'", - v and it is an
e-component in H'"" which is therefore compound.
If v cones A - {a,a'}, we may assume that v does not cone A - {a'}.
Then, from the same argument used above we can deduce that H'", is compound in
case H'", - a' is compound.
If H'", - a' is simple, then it must be one of the two isomorphic normal cards and
{ab ... ,a, ... ,ad is necessarily its characteristic cycle. Furthermore, v must be a pole
of H'", - a' and it cannot cone the subtournament Trt+ 1(po, '" ,pk) ofthe vertices of
H'", - v that are in the poles of Qn; otherwise {v} u TO or {v} U T k would be a compon-
ent of the simple tournament H'", - a'.
Hence we may assume now that (A - a) --+ v but v precedes a vertex p E H'", which is
in a pole of Qn'
C = (A - a)u{p} is a non-coned cycle in the card H'", - a.
Furthermore, its k-subcycles are C - p (coned by v), C - al (coned by Xl) if P is not
of type X b C - ak (coned by Xk - d if p is not of type Xk - l; of course we denote a' = ai
iff ai-l --+ a' --+ ai+ 1 (indices i-I and i + 1 have to be considered modulo k).
In any case, C is a minimal non-coned (k - I)-cycle, which contradicts the assump-
tion of the proposition, since the cards of H rn have one or two minimal non-coned
k-cycle but no minimal non-coned (k + I)-cycle.
This completes the proof for k ~ n - 3.
Now we assume that k = n - 2. Hence k ~ 4.
Let Qn = H'", - v be a simple normal card.
Then H'", - {v, xd is simple, since k ~ 4. In fact, if D is an e-component of
H'", - {v,xd and IDI ~ 2 we have:
- if ai, aj ED, i < j, then it follows from aj --+ aj+ 1 --+ ai and from aj --+ ai-l --+ ai
that ai-baj+l ED and, by induction, ar E D\:;fl ~ r ~ i, j ~ r ~ k.
Furthermore, \:;f i + 2 ~ r ~ j - 2: ak --+ ar --+ ab hence ar E D;
Finally, ai--+ai+1--+ai+2, aj-2--+aj-l--+aj hence ai+b aj-lED and
consequently Xk-l ED;
-if ai,xk-lED and i:fl we have Xk-l--+ai-l--+ai hence ai-lED and
consequently, ar E D \:;f 1 ~ r ~ k.
When i = 1, it follows from k ~ 4 that Xk-l --+ a3 --+ al hence a3 E D and
consequently Ak £; D.
In any case, H'", - {v, xd is simple, since everyone of its e-components is trivial,
and it is hamiltonian.
Furthermore, v cannot cone H'", - {v,xd. In fact, it would follow from
Xl --+ V --+ (H'", - {v,xd) that H'", would have at least five neutral vertices (namely
Xb ab a3, ... ,ak' Xk- d and from (H'", - {v, Xl}) --+ v --+ Xl that H'", would have only
one neutral vertex (namely v), whereas Hrn has four neutral vertices.
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Now let us assume that H~ is simple and consider the card H~ - Xl' Such a card is
simple.
IfH~ - Xl were compound, by Proposition 1.5 the only non-trivial e-component of
H~ - Xl would be {u, v}, where u is a suitable vertex of H~ - {v,xd.
u might be different from Xk _ 1; otherwise the lack of normality of H~ would imply
Xl ~ V ~ Xk-l and H~ - Xk-l would be a non-normal simple card of H m.
But it would follow from u = ai, i 1= 1, and from ai ~ Xl that Xl ~ v. Consequently,
H~ would have at least 5 neutral vertices (namely Xl> Xk - b ai, v, ad, a contradiction.
Nevertheless, if u = all it would follow from Xl ~ al that v ~ Xl> since H~ is simple.
Hence H~ would have only 3 neutral vertices (namely, Xk- l> Xl> v), which is impossible.
In a similar way, by assuming again H~ is simple we can prove that H~ - Xk -1 is
simple (in fact it is sufficient to consider the dual tournament of H~).
So H~ might have at least 3 simple cards, which is absurd.
In every case, we conclude that H~ must be a compound tournament. 0
Now we can prove that having a normal simple quotient is a hypomorphical
property for tournaments with at least 7 vertices.
Proposition 2.7. Let Hm, m ~ 7, have a normal simple quotient Qn and let H~ be
hypomorphic to Hm .
Then Qn is the simple quotient of H~.
Proof. If H m is normal then it is reconstructible as well, hence H~ ~ H m and the
statement is trivially true.
If H m is not normal, then it is compound and, by Propositions 2.5 and 2.6, H~ is
compound too.
It follows from Proposition 1.4 that H~ has the same simple quotient as
H m has. 0
Remark 2. It will turn out later (see Remark 3) that the only counterexample
to the extension of the statement given in the preceding proposition to the values
4 ~ n ~ 6 is N~.
3. The reconstruction problem
It is well known that non-reconstructible tournaments exist with an arbitrarily
large number of vertices. In fact Stockmeyer proved that the reconstruction conjecture
for tournaments was false by showing that non-reconstructible hamiltonian tourna-
ments Hm exist for every m = 2' + 2S with integers r > 1, 0 ~ s ~ 1 (see [18]).
For the sake of completeness we give here a complete list of non-reconstructible
tournaments T m, 3 ~ m ~ 6; we also point out their simple quotient and we point out
which of them are normal or have a normal simple quotient.
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m = 3 (2 tournaments). Tr3 and C3 are not reconstructible. C3 is normal.
m = 4 (4 tournaments). Tr4 and H4 are reconstructible. Trz(v, C3) and TrZ (C 3 , v)
are not reconstructible. H4 has normal simple quotient C3 .
m = 5 (12 tournaments). NL N; are not reconstructible (see Fig. 1). N~ has normal
simple quotient C3 • N; is simple and it is not normal.
m = 6 (56 tournaments). We have 8 non-reconstructible (hamiltonian) tournaments
N~,M~,P~,R~,i= 1,2 (see Fig. 1); the same letter is used to denote hypomorphic
tournaments. Nt N~ have normal simple quotient C3 . M~, P~, R~, i = 1,2 are simple
and non-normal.
We notice that the only non-reconstructible tournaments H m , 4 :::::; m :::::; 6, with
a normal simple quotient are NL NL N~.
Remark 3. The result of Proposition 2.7 is also true for tournaments with 6 vertices
(in fact N~ and N~ have the same simple quotient) and for 5-tournaments too, if N~ is
excluded.
Proposition 3.1. Every hamiltonian tournament Hm, m ~ 4, other than Nt N~, N~, with
a normal simple quotient can be reconstructed from its cards.
Proof. If H m is normal then it can be reconstructed for every m ~ 4 (see [8J).
Now let us assume that H m is not normal.
If 4 :::::; m :::::; 6, then the statement follows from the argument given at the beginning
of this section.
Let m ~ 7 and let H~ be hypomorphic to H m.
Then H~ is not normal and, by Proposition 2.7, it has the same normal simple
quotient Qn as Hmhas.
By Proposition 1.1 we may assume, up to isomorphisms, that Qn is a subtourna-
ment of both Hm and H~; if cc(Qn) = k and Ak = {aj, .. , ,ad is the characteristic cycle
of Qn, we denote Si = H~[a;], 1 :::;; i :::::; k.
Now let us consider the set Y of the cards, H m- 1, with a normal simple quotient
of maximal order n (e.g. isomorphic to Qn) and such as the relation 2:7= 1
IHm - 1 [aiJI = 2:7= 11S i l - 1 holds, and let H~ - v be in Y. v is necessarily a vertex of
the e-component sj, for some 1 :::::;j :::::; k. Otherwise H~ should be normal if H~ - v
were normal or it should have some card Hm - 1 with a normal simple quotient, namely
Q., such as 2:7=1IHm- 1[aiJI < 2:7=11(H~ - v)[aiJI if H~ - v were not normal, so, in
any case, we should meet a contradiction.
By comparing H~ - v to the other cards of Y it is easily seen which e-component
sj must contain v; then we can reconstruct H~ except for the e-component sj.
sj can be easily reconstructed from any card relative to a vertex of a non-trivial
e-component of H~ different from sj, if any; such a card has the same normal simple
quotient of maximal order n as H~ - v.
Similarly, Si can be reconstructed from any card Hn - 1 having a normal simple
quotient Qwith cyclic characteristic k, such that the e-components of Hn - 1 relative to
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the k vertices of the characteristic cycle of Qhave the same order as they have in H~;
such a card exists if the simple quotient of Hm has more than two poles (see [8]).
Then H~ can be reconstructed this way whenever Hm has at least two non-trivial
e-components or its simple quotient has more than two poles.
Finally, we consider the case when Qn has only two poles and S1 is the only
non-trivial e-component of Hm•
If k ~ 4, S1 is isomorphic to the only non-trivial e-component of the hamiltonian
cards whose simple quotient is not normal, namely, Hm - Xl and Hm - Xk-l'
Evidently, anyone of these cards allows us to determine S1.
Ifk = 3, at least one card Hm - l has exactly one vertex v that cones Hm - l - v (Hm - l
may be isomorphic to Hm - al or to Hm - a3 provided j be different from 1 or 3,
respectively). Then Hm - l - v is isomorphic to the composition of two ~ingletons and
S1 with the quotient C 3 . So we can determine S1 in this case too.
In any case, the given assumptions allow us to reconstruct H~ and, in the same way,
H m which of course is isomorphic to H~. D
Now we recall that the class of normal tournaments (see [8]) contains the simple
quotients of Douglas tournaments (e.g. tournaments with exactly one hamiltonian
cycle that have been considered in [11]), but it does not contain all the Douglas
tournaments (see [9]).
Furthermore, the class of normal tournaments contains almost all the tournaments
with the minimum number of 3-cycles: one might exclude only the composition
tournaments C3 (u, v, Trn) (see [7]).
The class of tournaments with a normal simple quotient contains every Douglas
tournament and every hamiltonian tournament with the minimum number of
3-cycles.
Then we have the following.
Corollary 3.2. Every Douglas tournament other than N~ or N~ can be reconstructed
from its cards.
Corollary 3.3. Every hamiltonian tournament with the least number of 3-cydes can be
reconstructed from its cards.
Let us denote by f2 the class of reconstructible tournaments with a normal simple
quotient as they are determined by Proposition 3.1. Of course f2 contains the class
% of normal tournaments with at least 4 vertices, already considered in [8].
Then let us denote by r!Jt the class of reducible tournaments with at least 5 vertices,
all of which are reconstructible (see [13]), and let .A be the class of Moon tourna-
ments (e.g. tournaments whose subtournaments are either hamiltonian or transitive,
already considered in [15]) with at least 4 vertices, all of which, but N~ and N~, are
reconstructible (see [12]).
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If ytA is the class of reconstructible hamiltonian Moon tournaments (they are
compositions of transitive tournaments with a highly regular quotient), then we recall
that (see [12])
ytAnX = ytAn~ = Xn~ =0.
Finally, it is proved in [19] that all simply disconnected tournaments (i.e. tournaments
with a non-null fundamental group in the regular homotopy theory of digraphs, as
they were characterized in [2]) are reconstructible, if NtNL N~ are excluded.
Let Y'~ be the class of reconstructible simply disconnected tournaments, which
contains the class ytA. In fact the elements of Y'~ are compositions of arbitrary
tournaments with a highly regular quotient.
Of course ~ is once more disjointed from Y'~ as well as from fl, whereas these last
two classes have in common only their tournaments whose simple quotient is C3 , i.e.
the composition tournaments C3(S1,S2,S3) where S1,S2,S3 are arbitrarily chosen.
We summarize in Fig. 2 the relationship between the classes of reconstructible
tournaments we listed above.
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